Motion estimation is the most computationally intensive element in a block based video codec. In this paper, a novel Predictive Intensive Direction Searching (PIDS) algorithm is proposed to reduce the computational load of H.264/AVC video codec. Based on the direction of predicted motion vector, the search area is adaptively divided into one region of intensive-direction-searching and several regions of' coarse-direction-searching. Then the extended hexagon search is used to refine the final optimal motion vector. The experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm achieves a reduction of 15% motion estimation time, while incurring only 0.5% increment on the bite rate compared with that of UMHexagonS algorithm, which is adopted by the H.264/AVC reference software.
INTRODUCTION
In conventional motion compensated video coding, motion estimation (ME) performs a very important role. Due to its simple implementation and high rate-distortion performance, block motion estimation with full search algorithm is adopted by the latest international standard H.264/AVC [1] . However, this high performance in video quality is at the expense of heavy computational complexity. [2] Typically, the ME process consumes up to 80% of the total encoding time of the H.264/AVC encoder.
In recent years, some fast motion estimation (FME) algorithms have been proposed, like new three-step search (NTSS) [3] , four-step search (FSS) [4] , diamond search (DS) [5] and hexagon-based search (HEXBS) [6] . Some of these methods show considerable complexity reduction, but have relatively larger rate-distortion (R-D) performance degradation, since they could easily become trapped in a local minimum [7] . A hybrid search method named as the Unsymmetrical-cross Multi-hexagon-grid Search (UMHexagonS) [8] has been accepted as a very good algorithm to minimise these problems. Because of its significant reduction in complexity with little degradation in rate-distortion performance, UMHexagonS is adopted in H.264/AVC reference software JM [9] .
As shown in Fig.1 , this hybrid UMHexagonS algorithm utilizes prediction, diamond search, hexagon search, partial distortion, and adaptive early termination. As video motion vectors have strong correlation among neighbouring blocks in spatial and temporal domain, a significant computational burden can be reduced by predicting initial searching position. In order to increase the prediction accuracy, UMHexagonS employs four kinds of MV prediction modes, i.e. the Median Prediction (MP), the Uplayer Prediction (UP), the Corresponding-block Prediction (CP) and the Neighbouring Reference-picture Prediction (NRP). After selecting the best initial points, the uneven UMHexagonS step is used. Although it can determine most of globally optimal, the hybrid step occasionally drops into a local minimum. 
Fig.1.Search process of UMHexagonS algorithm
In UMHexagonS search, the uneven pattern searches are unsymmetrical-cross search and uneven-hexagon-grid search. In these computational searches, the number of horizontal search points is more than vertical points. That is mainly based on a common assumption, that the movement in the horizontal direction is higher than that in vertical direction [10] . The fact is every video sequence has its own specific motion characteristics. Also, these characteristics may change with the time. Therefore with this particular uneven pattern, UMHexagonS may loss accuracy and waste searching power, when the video motion become irregular. Based on the developed MV prediction mechanism, a Predictive Intensive Direction Search (PIDS) algorithm is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, statistical analysis of the optimal MV's distribution and predictive MV direction's distribution are described. Based on this analysis, the proposed algorithm is given in section 3.
The experimental results are shown in section 4 and the conclusion is in section 5.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MOTION VECTOR DIRECTION DITRIBUTION
Motion Vectors have high correlation in spatial and temporal domain, because of the consistency of object and the consistency of motion. Both MV prediction and motion direction prediction play important roles in the proposed algorithm. In this section, statistical analysis of the optimal motion direction distribution is considered. Then the correlation between the predicted motion direction and optimal motion direction is analysed.
The proposed algorithm divides the search area into eight regions (shown in Fig.2 ). Based upon the motion direction prediction, only one of these regions is searched intensively. The other regions are searched coarsely. Fig.2 Table 1 shows the optimal MV distributions at different regions of searching window.
As shown in Table 1 , for low motion sequences (foreman and harbour), a large number of blocks have no motion. Although the optimal MVs are determined along the horizontal direction (region 1 and region 5) with a high probability (about 45% on average), there still exists a percentage of optimal MVs along other directions. For instance, in the video sequence rush hour, about 22% of optimal MVs are obtained in the region 4 and the region 8. While in the sequence riverbed, more than 25% of optimal MVs locate in region 6 and region 7. Based on this, certain conclusions can be drawn as follow: a) Motion in horizontal direction is relatively higher than in other directions; b) Motion characteristics in every sequence are unique and there exists a certain percentage of motion in other directions.
Fig.2. Eight regions of searching window
Based on the first conclusion above, UMHexagonS utilize two uneven search patterns. One is the Unsymmetrical Cross Search (shown in Fig.1 step 2) , in which the horizontal search range is twice than that of the vertical search range. The other is the uneven multi-hexagon-grid search (shown in Fig.1 step 3-2) , in which there are 10 search points in the horizontal direction and only 2 points in vertical direction. These two uneven search mechanisms in UMHexagonS provide more intensive searching in horizontal than in vertical. However, according to the second conclusion above, it is not optimal to force the intensive searching direction only in the horizontal or vertical directions. If the intensive searching direction is adaptively selected, the complexity could be further reduced. The direction of the predicted motion vector provides an indication of the optimum intensive search direction. To justify this claim, another analysis is provided in the Table 2 , which analyse the similarity between the predicted motion vector direction (MVD ) and the optimal motion direction (MVD ). To describe the relationship between the MVD and the MVD , the absolute MV direction Difference (MVD , measured in degrees, is defined as follows. | |
According to the Table 2 , the MVD detected in the same searching direction as MVD (i.e.MVD 0) or with a difference of just 0 22.5 is a very high probability. Table 2 demonstrates that the average probability of MVD and MVD existing in the same searching region (i.e. 0 MVD 22.5 ) is about 75%. Therefore, it could be concluded that the MVD and the MVD has a highly correlation and the MVD provides a good indication of the direction in which intensive search should be carried on.
PIDS ALGORITHM
In the proposed PIDS algorithm, the information of predicted motion vector is effectively exploited. This information is not only used to decide the initial search point, but also used to decide the intensive search region. The PIDS algorithm adapts its searching pattern according to the direction of predicted motion vector. Finally, the Extended Hexagon Search (EHS) [6] is performed to obtain more accurate MV. For comparison purposes, the prediction and the early termination condition are kept same as in the UMHexagonS [8] . Flow chart of the proposed motion estimation search is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 illustrates the possible searching patterns when the intensive search direction is decided in region 1 and region 2 respectively.
Fig.3. Flow chart of the proposed PIDS algorithm

Step 1: Initial search point decision
The initial search point is selected from the four prediction models defined by UMHexagonS [8] . Based on the analysis in the last section, vectors around initial search point have a high probability to be the optimal MV. Therefore, we define a large diamond search with 8 searching points around the start search point (step 1 in Fig.4) . In contrast to the 25 point rectangular full search in UMHexagonS, this large diamond search reduces the computational requirement without sacrificing its accuracy. 
Step 2: Intensive searching region decision
In this novel search algorithm, the entire search area is partitioned into eight regions (as shown in Figure 2 ). Since the motions normally occur in horizontal direction, the boundaries of horizontal regions are from -22.5 to 22.5 degree and from 157.5 to 202.5 degree
The intensive searching region ( ) is identified by the predicted MV direction information. There is a high probability that the optimal MV is along the , as analysed in section 2. However, the optimal MV may be located in forward or backward, as illustrated in Fig.5 . In order to select the intensive searching region from these two directions, the proposed algorithm does the direction search in forward and backward direction of predicted motion vector. The direction search process starts from inner points to outer along the particular direction. The distance between the search points is chosen to be 4 in the proposed method. As too small distance will increase the complexity while too large distance will lose the accuracy. The direction with minimum ∑ is chosen as the intensive search direction.
To be more specific, the candidate motion vectors along the two directions of are defined as Set . So the intensive searching direction ( ) is selected form forward and backward by the following rule:
The cost function applied by H.264/AVC to decide the prediction mode, is used here:
where SAD is the sum of absolute different between the block in current frame and the block in the reference frame, R represents the bits used to encode the motion information and λ M is the Lagrangian multiplier set according to the quantization step [10] .
Step 3: Intensive search
Based on the statistical analysis in section 2, there still exists large possibility that MVD located in the same region with MVD .Therefore two more direction searches are done in the intensive searching region. This is demonstrated in Fig.4 as step3.
Including two direction-searches in step 2, there are three direction-searches in the intensive searching region and one direction-search in the opposite region. If the early termination condition is satisfied after these four direction searches, EHS steps are processed (illustrated in Fig.4 as step 5) . If not, go to next step.
Step 4: Coarse search
Coarse search in two neighbouring regions.
According to the analysis in the Table 2 , there is probability of 25%, that the is not along . Therefore, the proposed algorithm performs a coarse search in the rest of the regions, other than the intensive searching region. In the two regions nearby intensive search region, coarse direction-search is exploited, which means there is only one direction-search in each region. If the best MV satisfied the early termination condition, then go to step 5. If not, go to next step.
Coarse search in rest regions.
In the rest of regions, coarse direction-search will be done in each region. This is demonstrated in Fig.4 as step 4-2 .These coarse direction-searches can highly avoid the PIDS algorithm dropping into the local minimum when the motion is large and irregular.
Step 5: Extended Hexagon-based search
Hexagon search pattern (Hex) and Diamond search (DS) pattern are adopted in Extended Hexagon-based search, which is modified form UMHexagonS [11] as our centre biased search algorithm. It can refine the optimal points with fewer search points.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test conditions
We have conducted numerous experiments to verify the performance of the proposed method. A CPU 2.30 GHz PC with 4 GB of RAM was used for all experiments. The test reference software was JM 16.1. The PSNR and bit rate were used as rate-distortion performance measures. The percentage of ME process time reduction is defined by
where and are the encoding time for the proposed method and the reference UMHexagonS method respectively. The MV search is based on the luminance component with all the macro-block partitions. Half-pel and quarter-pel accurate motion vectors were used. The group of picture (GOP) size was set to 30 and GOP structure was IPPP frames. Frame rates range from 15 Hz to 30 Hz. The simulation was performed with several video sequences in QCIF (176 × 144), CIF (352 × 288), and HD 1080P (1920 × 1080), which represent a wide range of motion contents and formats. We compare the proposed algorithm with UMHexagonS FME which is adopted by H.264 reference software.
Rate-Distortion performance and encoding time Reduction
The bit rate and the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) are summarised in Table 3 , for the two algorithms with QP=28. As shown, the proposed algorithm keeps the same level of rate-distortion performance and more bitrate can be saved at HD sequences. While in the term of computational complexity, the PIDS algorithm reduces the encoding time in the range of 7%-17%. In the video sequences with more irregular movement (like football and harbour), the proposed algorithm can achieve better improvement (17% and 16% respectively). That means the PIDS algorithm can save more computational complex not only for the natural video but also for the video with more irregular movements characteristic. Further insight can be obtained in Table 4 and Fig.6 , which compares the ratedistortion performance and time reductions between these two algorithms for various QPs.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel fast motion estimation algorithm, called Predictive Intensive Direction Search. As MV fields have heavy temporal and spatial correlation, the proposed algorithm takes advantage of predictive MV information, especially the direction of predicted MV. According to different motion characteristic, the PIDS algorithm adapts corresponding search pattern to do the intensive and coarse direction search in eight divided regions. Compared with the UMHexagonS, the new algorithm reduces the motion estimation time and coding time while keeping the same video quality, especially for the sequences with high percentage of irregular movement. Approaches of the more sensitive predictive motion direction and more precise intensive search region are under investigation. Taking into account the approaches, it is expected that better performance will be obtained. 
